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Abstract Users in online social networks naturally organize themselves into over-
lapping and inter-linked communities that are formed around common identity or
shared topical interests. Some communities gather people around specific deviant be-
haviors, conducts that are commonly considered inappropriate with respect to the
society’s norms or moral standards such as drug use, eating disorders, and porno-
graphic content consumption. From a network analysis perspective, the set of inter-
actions between members of these communities form deviant networks that map how
the deviant content is shared and consumed. It is commonly believed that deviant
networks are small and isolated from the mainstream social-media life; accordingly,
most research studies have considered them in isolation.

We focus on adult content consumption networks, which is one deviant network
with a significant presence in on-line social media and in the Web in general. We
investigate two large on-line social networks and discuss the following insights. De-
viant networks are limited in size, tightly connected and structured in subgroups.
Nevertheless, content originated in deviant networks spreads widely across the whole
social graph possibly touching a large number of unintentionally exposed users, such
that the average local perception is that neighboring users share more deviant content.
Finally, we investigate how content production and consumption varies with age and
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show that the consumption rate is very similar between male and female users up to
the age of 25.

We conclude that deviant communities are deeply rooted into the relational fabric
of a social network, and that a deeper understanding of how their activity impacts on
every other user is required.

Keywords Deviant network · Deviant behaviour · Pornography · Adult content
consumption · Sexual content production · Social Media · Online social network ·
Tumblr · Flickr

1 Introduction1

The structure of online social networks is fundamentally related to the interests of2

their members. People assort spontaneously based on the topics that are relevant to3

them, forming social groups that revolve around different subjects. This tendency has4

been observed with quantitative studies in several online social media [4, 47]. In the5

past, researchers have explored the relationship between information diffusion and6

network structure [8], focusing on the structural and dynamical properties of specific7

topical communities such as groups supporting political parties [20], or discussion8

groups about rumors, hoaxes [60] and conspiracy theories [9].9

Online social media are also favorable ecosystems for the formation of topical10

communities centered on matters that are not commonly taken up by the general pub-11

lic because of the embarrassment, discomfort, or shock they may cause. Those are12

communities that depict or discuss what are usually referred to as deviant behav-13

iors [18]; these are conducts that are commonly considered inappropriate because14

they are somehow violative of society’s norms or moral standards. Pornography con-15

sumption, drug use, excessive drinking, eating disorders, or any self-harming or ad-16

dictive practices are all examples of deviant behaviors. Many of them are represented,17

to different extents, on social media [22, 35, 52]. However, since all these topics18

touch upon different societal taboos, the common-sense assumption is that they are19

embodied either in niche, isolated social groups or in communities that might be20

quite numerous but whose activity runs separately from the mainstream social media21

life. In line with this belief, research has mostly considered those groups in isolation,22

focusing predominantly on the patterns of communications among community mem-23

bers [70] or, from a sociological perspective, on the motivations to that make people24

join such groups [7].25

In reality, people who are involved in deviant practices are not segregated out-26

casts, but are part of the fabric of the global society. As such, they can be members of27

multiple communities and interact with very diverse people, possibly exposing their28

deviant behavior to the public. We aim to go beyond previous studies that looked at29

deviant groups in isolation by observing them in context. In particular, we want to30

shed light on three matters that are relevant to both network science and social sci-31

ences: i) how much deviant groups are structurally secluded from the rest of the social32

network, and what are the characteristics of their sub-groups who build ties with the33

external world; ii) how the content produced by a deviant community spreads and34

what is the entity of the diffusion which reaches users outside the boundaries of the35
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deviant community who voluntarily or inadvertently access the adult content; and iii)36

what is the demographic composition of producers and consumers of deviant content37

and what is the potential risk that young boys and girls are exposed to it.38

In this initial study we undertake to answer those questions focusing on the be-39

havior of adult content consumption. Public depiction of pornographic material is40

considered inappropriate in most cultures, yet the number of consumers is strikingly41

high [63]. Despite that, we are not aware of any study about the interface between42

adult content communities and the rest of the social network. The approach followed43

in this study looks at a deviant network in context. The same kind of analysis could44

be conducted on any other deviant topic.45

We studied this phenomenon on two large dataset sampled from the Tumblr and46

Flickr social networks. The Tumblr dataset contains more than 130 million users and47

almost 7 billion directed dyadic interactions, while the Flickr dataset contains more48

than 39 million users and almost 600 million directed dyadic interactions. In both49

cases, we selected deviant users with a vocabulary-based approach. In Tumblr we50

used a large sample of 146 million queries from a 7-month log of search queries from51

Yahoo Search, from which we identified Tumblr pages clicked in response to deviant52

queries. In Flickr we followed a similar approach by looking at image tags. The adult53

dictionary is made publicly available [19].54

Results show that:55

– The deviant network is a tightly connected community structured in subgroups,56

but it is linked with the rest of the network with a very high number of ties (Sec-57

tion 4.1).58

– The vastest amount of information originating in the deviant network is produced59

from a limited core of nodes but spreads widely across the whole social graph,60

potentially reaching a large audience of people who might see that type of content61

unwillingly, depending on the sharing actions enabled by each social platform.62

Although the consumption of deviant content remains a minority behavior, the63

average local perception of users is that neighboring nodes reblog more deviant64

content than they do (Section 4.2).65

– There are clear differences in the age and gender distributions between producers66

and consumers of adult content. The differences we found are compatible with67

previous literature on adult material consumption: producers are older and more68

predominantly male and age greatly affects the consumption habit, strengthening69

it in males and weakening it in females (Section 4.3). Moreover if we look at age70

distribution of the consumers we recognize a similar consumption pattern both in71

Tumblr and in Flickr which is very different gender by gender: for male users the72

consumption of adult content increases with age until a maximum around 40-55;73

for female users the consumption increases only in youth to progressively sub-74

stantially decrease. Relatively to the population of each social network analyzed75

we verify a higher consumption of pornography by male users, but interestingly76

male and female have similar consumption relative volumes up to the age of 2577

on both networks.78

Summary of the contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study79

that analyzes the production and consumption of adult content in general-purpose80
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online social networks, at very large scale. The computer science and social science81

literature in this area has focused so far on specific, small-scale deviant communities82

of nodes without analyzing this type of behavior in the broader social context these83

communities are immersed in. We study the phenomenon of adult content production84

and consumption for the first time in context by considering the whole social network85

of active users that surrounds the producers of pornographic material. The dataset we86

study is original, includes two social networks different in scope and structure, and it87

has no precedents for its size. This unique experimental setup allows us to study for88

the first time to what extent adult content spills over the restricted groups and spreads89

in the network; what we find provides strong evidence against the common assump-90

tion that adult content is mostly confined inside groups dedicated to that specific91

topic and provide a detailed analysis of the dynamics that characterize the spread-92

ing of adult content. Furthermore, the scale of the data allowed us to answer some93

longstanding social science questions around demographic patterns of pornographic94

material consumers: this is the first study that provides a very large scale quantitative95

measurement of adult content consumption across age and gender.96

2 Related Work97

Our contribution is related with previous work aimed at characterizing community98

dynamics, deviant content consumption, and potential impact of deviant communities99

on people’s behavior.100

Groups in online social media.101

Computer science research has dealt extensively with the problem of classification102

of groups along structural, temporal, behavioral, and topical dimensions [2, 33, 53].103

The relationship between group connectivity and shape of information cascades has104

also been explored, revealing an intertwinement between community boundaries and105

cascade reach that is particularly tight in communities built upon a common theme106

shared by all of their members [8, 27, 50, 61]. The degree of inter-community in-107

teraction has been analyzed mostly in the context of heavily polarized networks,108

the most classical example being online discussions between two opposing politi-109

cal views [1, 20, 29]. These studies explored methods to quantify segregation [34],110

but mainly focus on networks formed by two main divergent clusters.111

Deviant communities.112

A body of work has investigated the dynamics of misbehavior in online communities113

including newsgroups [57], question-answering portals [40], chats [67], and multi-114

player video games [10, 66], trying to quantify the negative impact of misconducts115

on the community’s health [21, 26, 72].116

Studies about the depiction of drug and alcohol use in social media adopted117

mainly the content perspective. Researchers aimed at identifying the elements that118

boost content popularity, investigated the effect of gender on engagement, and stud-119

ied the perceptions that deviant content arises in the young public [52]. Research120

has been conducted around anorexia-centered online communities [12, 32, 59], also121
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on Tumblr [22], investigating a wide range of aspects including the construction and122

management of member identities, the processes of social recognition, the emergence123

of group norms, and the use of linguistic style markers. Similar studies have been pub-124

lished over the years on communities of self-injurers and negative-enabling support125

groups, in which members encourage negative or harmful behaviors [35]. Fewer stud-126

ies touch upon network-related aspects. One notable example is the work by Gareth et127

al. ([70]) that provides an overview of behavioral aspects of users in the PornHub so-128

cial network, with particular focus on the role of sexuality and gender. More loosely129

related are studies on the so-called dark networks, mostly motivated by the need of130

finding effective methods to disrupt criminal or terroristic organizations [74]. The131

study by Christakis et al. ([17]) about the communication network between smokers132

and non-smokers is one of the few quantitative studies that addresses the interaction133

between the social network and one of its sub-groups, but it strongly focuses on the134

phenomenon of contagion.135

Adult content consumption.136

In the context of internet pornography consumption, computer science literature stud-137

ied the categorization of content and frequency of use [38, 65, 69]. A wider corpus138

of research has been produced by social and behavioral scientists by means of sur-139

veys administered to relatively small groups. Special attention has been given to the140

relationship between age/gender and the exposure (voluntary or unwanted) to the in-141

ternet pornography [13, 15, 51, 63, 75], with particular interest to the age range of142

young teens [15, 51, 73]. Numbers vary substantially between studies, but clearly143

men are more exposed than women (approximately 75%-95% vs. 30%-60%), with144

men exposed more frequently [36] and women more often involuntarily. It is esti-145

mated that young teens that are often exposed accidentally (roughly 25% to 66% of146

the times) and are also exposed to violent or degrading pornography (20% among147

female, 60% among male) [62]. Researchers have also pointed out the potential harm148

that adult material consumption through internet can cause, including addiction [42]149

and increased chance of adopting aggressive behavior [5]. Exposition also correlates150

with drug use [75] and with lack of egalitarian attitude towards the other sex [37]. Al-151

though delving into the potential harm of pornography is far beyond the scope of our152

work, this inherent risks provide an additional motivation to focus on this particular153

type of deviant community.154

3 Deviant graph extraction155

Online social media platforms provide users the capability of publishing content, ac-156

cessing content published by other users of the network, and interacting with them.157

We model the social network as a graph whose nodes are the users and whose edges158

are the observed interactions among them. We distinguish among three kinds of in-159

teractions: i) following users enables a to receive updates from their content stream;160

ii) liking any piece of content produced by others expresses explicit interest in the161

activity of others; iii) sharing content produced by others increases the visibility of162

an item by re-posting it on the sharer’s feed.163
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Each specific social network may re-brand these actions to fit the goals of the164

network; this study focuses on two online platforms: Tumblr and from Flickr. Tumblr165

is a popular micro-blogging platform where users can publish content by posting new166

entries on their blogs usually containing multimedia content, they can share content167

by reblogging any other post on their blogs, and follow other users. Flickr is a photo-168

sharing platform, including both amateur and professional users. Users can publish169

content by posting new photos or videos in their stream. They cannot re-share content170

but they can like photos and follow other users. Those platforms also provide some171

other actions, e.g., commenting a photo, but the analysis of rich textual signals goes172

beyond this work.173

Tumblr and Flickr are ideal platforms for this type of study for three main rea-174

sons. First, they are two general-purpose sites that contain a wide variety of topical175

communities, they do not focus on few specific themes. Second, they do not enforce176

any content restriction policy around pornographic imagery (unlike Instagram, for177

example). Last, the two platforms are very different in scope, size, typical usage, and178

demographics of the user base, which helps us drawing more general conclusions.179

We note that, in both platforms, the same human user could, in principle, own180

multiple user accounts (aka blogs). For the purpose of this study we consider blogs181

as users, and we will use the two terms interchangeably. We believe blogs are a good182

unit of analysis for the purpose of this study. All the dynamics of both social networks183

under investigation happen at the blog level: the following relationships and all other184

social actions (e.g., liking, reblogging) are done among blogs. Given that, it would be185

undesirable to coalesce different blogs owned by the same person into a single node.186

Furthermore, accurately matching blogs to actual users is hard even if one had the187

full information about all users. In fact, users can register their multiple blogs under188

different emails and using different nicknames. Historically, previous work on Flickr189

and Tumblr adopted the same assumption as we do and studied the network of blogs,190

not the network of users [22, 53].191

We consider as deviant nodes those users who publish content about a given192

deviant topic: in our study the deviant behavior under analysis is the pornography193

production and consumption. To identify deviant nodes we resort to data from Web194

search engine logs and tags. We first discuss the methodology adopted on the Tumblr195

data, and then how this was adapted for the Flickr network.196

As shown in previous studies analyzing pornography consumption in the context197

of Web search [45], the higher the number of deviant queries hitting (i.e., leading to198

the click of) a page, the higher the probability that page contains deviant content. In199

Tumblr, to identify a pool of candidate deviant nodes we consider deviant queries200

hitting the URLs of Tumblr blogs.201

We used a seven-month long anonymized query log from Yahoo search engine,202

from which we collected a random sample of 146M US query log entries whose203

clicked URL belongs to the tumblr.com domain. After a simple query normaliza-204

tion process we obtained about 26M unique queries that hit a total of 2.7M unique205

Tumblr blogs. As expected, the distribution of number of queries hitting a blog is206

very skewed, with most popular blogs being reached by hundreds of thousands of207

clicks originating from search queries (Figure 1).208

tumblr.com
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Fig. 1: Distributions of: (left) number of blogs hit by a query and number of occur-
rences of a query; (right) volume of (unique) queries hitting a blog.

To maximize the accuracy and coverage of the set of discovered deviant nodes,209

we devise an iterative semi-supervised Deviant Graph Extraction procedure [19].210

The procedure detects adult queries by mean of a dictionary of terms: adult-marked211

queries are used to detect adult blogs which are their landing pages and the process is212

iterated until convergence extending the dictionary with new terms extracted by fre-213

quent queries which point to highly adult blogs previously detected, i.e. blogs whose214

incoming query volume is almost entirely pornographic. Figure 2 shows that the De-215

viant Graph Extraction procedure converges quickly. We were able to identify 198K216

adult blogs, through 4.2M unique queries filtered by mean of a dictionary which was217

expanded at each iteration of the procedure including in the final step 7,361 terms.218

Unlike in Tumblr, our Flickr datasets contains user-generated textual annotations219

that carry information about the content of published pictures, which allows us to220

directly estimate the pool of deviant content without the need of relying on external221

proxies1.222

To detect adult photos, we matched the vocabulary obtained through the Deviant223

Graph Extraction procedure with Flickr tags. Each picture in Flickr is labeled with224

manual tags. On average each picture has 6 tags and each user publishes around 122225

pictures. We slightly modified the adult vocabulary to remove misleading words in226

a photographic context (e.g. black and white) and we filtered photos labeled with at227

least one tag in the adult dictionary. We considered only users with at least two public228

adult photos identified as above in line with the query approach used for Tumblr229

where we marked a blog as adult only if it was reached through at least two unique230

adult queries.231

This procedure resulted in about 6.5 million photos by about 73K deviant users.232

In Flickr users share content not only in their profile but the platform enables the233

creation of groups whose member share images according to the topic of the group.234

To improve the recall of the data collection, we also identified those groups which i)235

include at least one of the previously detected adult users and ii) with a group title236

matches at least one word in our adult vocabulary. All the users and photos in such237

groups were included in the adult cluster. In so doing, about than 10M photos and238

175K deviant users were detected in Flickr.239

1 Flickr users can mark their own photos as “adult”. We first attempted to use this self-reported infor-
mation to detect adult photos. We found that this approach leads to many false positives, mainly because
very often pictures are marked in big batches containing adult and non-adult pictures.
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Fig. 2: Convergence of number of deviant nodes, query log entries and adult dictio-
nary size during the Deviant Graph Extraction procedure.

Fig. 3: (left) Distribution of deviant query volume ratio reaching deviant nodes in
Tumblr, and (right) distribution of deviant photo volume ratio by adult user (pub-
lisher) in Flickr.

Table 1: Deviant users detected for Tumblr and Flickr:|U |. |U∗| are users which are
connected at least with one of the other users in |U | through an incoming or outgoing
reblog link (Tumblr) or favorite link (Flickr). |U∗| in GCC are users in the giant
component considering the reblog graph for Tumblr and the favorite graph for Flickr.

|U | |U∗| |U∗| in GCC
Tumblr 105K 75.6K (72%) 75.2K
Flickr 171K 156.1K (91%) 156.1K

In Figure 3 we report the distribution of the deviant query volume ratio for Tumblr240

and the deviant image volume ratio for the deviant users detected in Flickr. For both241

cases we see that the distribution is skewed, showing a tail of blog/user which are hit242

by a majority of deviant queries (Tumblr) or who published a high portion of adult243

pictures over their uploads.244

To study the interaction of deviant nodes with the rest of the social network, we245

extracted a subset of the Tumblr and Flickr social network with a snowball expansion246

starting from the identified deviant nodes up to 3-hops away. Deviant nodes detected247

are reported in Table1. For Tumblr we considered the following and reblog actions248

while for Flickr since the reblog action is not present we collected information about249

favorites (or likes), which express a similar engagement even though they do not par-250

ticipate in the propagation of the content. The Tumblr follower network is a snapshot251
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Table 2: Network statistics for the reblog (R), follow (F), and favorite (L) networks
of the full graph sample (All), the deviant graph (Deviant), and the communities that
compose it (Producers and Bridges). All the statistics are about the giant weakly
connected components and count only links whose both endpoints are in the con-
sidered node subset. 〈k〉=average degree, D=density, ρ=reciprocity, C=clustering,
spl=average shortest path length, d=diameter.

|N | |E| 〈k〉 D ρ C spl d
Tumblr All R 14M 472M 33 2·10−6 0.06 - - -

All F 130M 6,892M 53 4·10−7 0.10 - - -
Deviant R 105K 1.4M 13 1·10−4 0.04 0.10 3.73 11
Deviant F 135K 24.6M 182 1·10−3 0.07 0.13 2.80 8
Prod1 R 48K 914K 19 4·10−4 0.04 0.09 3.44 9
Prod2 R 16K 305K 19 1·10−3 0.05 0.13 3.19 8

Bridge1 R 9K 36K 4 5·10−4 0.04 0.08 4.18 13
Bridge2 R 3K 32K 11 4·10−4 0.06 0.21 3.32 10

Flickr All L 15M 553M 37 2·10−6 0.06 - - -
All F 39M 566M 15 4·10−7 0.26 - - -

Deviant L 171K 13.4M 79 5·10−4 0.03 0.17 3.06 9
Deviant F 169K 37.9M 224 1·10−3 0.28 0.21 2.77 9
Bridge1 L 66K 2.7M 47 6·10−4 0.05 0.17 3.05 13
Prod1 L 53K 4.6M 99 2·10−3 0.03 0.18 2.83 13
Prod3 L 20K 1.5M 94 4·10−3 0.03 0.23 2.53 13
Prod2 L 16K 1.0M 83 4·10−3 0.04 0.28 2.52 14

of the graph done in December 2015; the reblog network was built from the reblog252

activity happened in the same month. The Flickr follower network is a snapshot of253

the graph done in March 2016; the favorite network was built from the like activity254

happened until the snapshot time. The resulting networks are discussed in the Sec-255

tion 4.256

We also obtained information about self-declared age and gender for about 1.7M257

Tumblr users and 12.3M Flickr users. The datasets include exclusively interactions258

between users who voluntarily opted-in for such studies. All the analysis we report259

next was performed in aggregate and on anonymized data.260

4 Deviant graph in context261

The availability of data about the interaction between deviant nodes and the social262

network that surrounds them provides the unique opportunity to study the structure263

and dynamics of a deviant network within its context. We first analyze the shape of the264

deviant network and measure its connectivity with the rest of the social graph (Sec-265

tion 4.1). We then look into how the information originating from deviant networks266

spreads across the boundaries of the deviant group (Section 4.2). Last, we study some267

demographic properties that characterize producers and consumers (Section 4.3).268
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Tumblr network Flickr network

Fig. 4: Bird-eye view of the deviant network for Tumblr (reblog network, left)
and Flickr (favorite network, right) with colors and labels denoting algorithmically-
extracted communities.

4.1 Deviant network connectivity269

The deviant network is a tiny portion of the whole graph, representing about 0.8%270

of all the nodes in the reblog graph in Tumblr, 1.1% of all the nodes in the favorite271

graph in Flickr and a even smaller portion in the follow network (0.1% in Tumblr and272

0.4% in Flickr). So few nodes could be scattered along the social network or clustered273

together. So we ask:274

Q1) Are deviant nodes organized in a community?275

We consider the deviant networks as the subgraphs of the follow and reblog/favorite276

networks induced by the deviant nodes in Tumblr and in Flickr. A directional link277

in the follow (reblog/favorite) network from node i to node j exists if i follows (or278

reblogs/likes the posts of) j, meaning that the information flows from j to i. Basic279

network statistics on such subgraphs reveal that the deviant networks are quite dense,280

yet they have a high diameter (Table 2). Similar statistics have been observed before281

in other social networks [3] and might be an indication of the presence of strong282

sub-groups patterns, as well as a signal of the absence of a community structure. To283

better determine the reason for such elongated shape, we run the Louvain community284

detection algorithm [11] on the deviant network2. We considered the reblog network285

for Tumblr and the favorite network for Flickr as they are more representative than286

follow network of the dynamic interactions of the users in the OSN. Only the giant287

connected component of the network has been considered which corresponds to 72%288

of the network in Tumblr and 91% in Flickr (see Table1). The modularity measure289

for the clustering in Tumblr is 0.44 and 0.53 in Flickr; those are high values of modu-290

2 Louvain is a modularity-based graph clustering algorithm that shows very good performance across
several benchmarks [31] and that is fast to compute even on large networks.
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larity [54] that indicate the presence of structured, well-separated communities. Four291

clusters emerge both in Tumblr and in Flickr, whose network statistics are summa-292

rized in the bottom lines of Table 2. To determine their nature, we manually inspected293

the content of 250 blogs in each of them.294

In Tumblr more than 90% of all the blogs in the two largest clusters contain295

blogs that exclusively produce explicit adult content, aimed at an heterosexual public296

(Producers1) or at a male homosexual public (Producers2). The blogs in the two297

remaining communities post less explicit adult content and more sporadically, often298

by means of reblogging. They either focus on celebrities (Bridge1), or function as299

aggregator blogs with high content variety, including depiction of nudity (Bridge2). In300

Flickr, the composition is different with similar attributes. We found (Producers1) and301

(Producers2) clusters with the same content characterization described for Tumblr302

and in addition to them a new cluster has been identified (Producers3) whose users303

share mainly pictures representing transvestites or transsexuals. The same cluster is304

likely present in Tumblr but its size is not large enough to be distinguished by other305

producers. Producers clusters in Flickr are less than 58% of the deviant nodes with a306

large bridge cluster (Bridge1) which is characterized by a content less explicit (soft307

porn, artistic nudity, manga).308

From a bidimensional visualization of the network layout (Figure 4) it becomes309

apparent that the Producers1 and Producers2 are two well-separated cores. In Flickr310

Producers3 is very close to Producers1. The remaining communities are peripheral311

and arranged in a crown-like fashion in Tumblr (which explains their high diameter)312

around the largest sub-cluster Producers1; in Flickr instead the largest cluster is very313

elongated (showing the highest diameter) indicating a strong presence of soft content314

which from a network point of view is organized in long cluster connected with the315

hard part only with one side. We named all the non-producers groups bridge commu-316

nities as their main focus is often not on deviant content and, as we shall see next,317

they act also as link towards the rest of the graph.318

In short, we find that deviant nodes are not scattered in the social network but are319

tightly organized in a structure of distinct communities. To find out about the nature320

of their interaction with the rest of the social ecosystem, we proceed to answer the321

next question.322

Q2) To what extent is the deviant graph connected to the rest of the social network?323

There are several ways to estimate the connectivity between two sets of nodes in a324

graph. We use different metrics to measure it between the four communities of the325

deviant network and the rest of Tumblr, as summarized by the matrices3 in Table 3;326

rows represent the group of nodes from which the social tie originates, columns those327

on which it lands.328

The average volume of connections (left matrix) provides a first indication about329

the difference in connectivity across different groups. For both Tumblr and Flickr,330

the diagonal has the highest values because of the community structure of the deviant331

network and of its sub-communities: members of a group have many more ties to-332

3 Link directionality is considered: ties originate from groups listed on the rows and land on groups
listed on the columns.
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Table 3: (T=Tumblr, F=Flickr) Measures of connectivity between the communities
in the deviant network in Tumblr (Producers P1, P2, P3 (F) and Bridges B1, B2

(T)) and the rest of the social network O, for the follow, reblog (T), favorite to adult
content or favorite* (F) and total favorite (F) relations.
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wards other group members rather than to the outside. This is true in particular for333

Producer clusters. In Tumblr the difference between the diagonal values and the334

other cells is more prominent, however the volume of links incoming to the largest335

producer cluster is particularly high from the smallest bridge community (Bridge2),336

which surrounds it. The average Tumblr user in our sample (see rows O in Table 3)337

follows around 51 users, between 2 or 3 of which are in the core of the deviant net-338

work and around 2 of them are in bridge communities; similarly, among the 33 users339

reblogged in one month by the average user, one is from a Producer cluster and one340

from a Bridge group. In Flickr, also the values not in the diagonal are generally high341

showing an significant connection among clusters: a user follows on average around342

12 other users and among them 1 is from the bridge cluster which is the biggest in343

size and 1 is a member of a producer cluster; a user likes on average pictures from 31344

users and around 5 of them are in the bridge cluster and between 2 or 3 are among pro-345

ducers. Since the classification of deviant content in Flickr has been done at picture346

level through tags, we can distinguish likes to adult content (forth row in Table 3:347

favorite*) and total likes (fifth row). Among the users liked on average among the348

bridge cluster only 15% are favorite links on adult content, while for the producers349

clusters the percentage rises to 42% confirming that the content of the bridge cluster350

is less explicit and often not adult.351

When looking at raw volumes, the amount of links from the deviant network to352

the rest of the graph is very high, mainly due to the high dimensionality of the set353

of nodes that are not deviant. To partially account for dimensionality of the groups,354

we measure the connectivity with density computed as the ratio of edges between the355

two groups over the total number of possible edges between them (Table 3, center).356

Also in this case the overall patterns hold, but the connectivity towards the external357

graph drops significantly.358

Values of density are still affected by size, though. It is known that in real net-359

works there is a strong correlation between number of nodes and graph density [48].360

To fix that, in the spirit of established work in complex systems [64] we resort to a361

comparison of the real network connectivity with a null model that randomly rewires362

the links while keeping the degree of each node unchanged. The values we report in363

Table 3 (right) indicate the ratio between the real observed connections and the null364

model. Also in this case, values on the diagonal are very high (except for the outer net-365

work, which has a value close to 1, as expected). For Tumblr, both the density matrix366

and the null model comparison show an high connectivity not only for the produc-367

ers (in particular Producer2), but also for bridge communities. This is particularly368

evident for Bridge2 both in the reblog and in the follow matrix. For Flickr instead369

the bridge community is characterized by the lower value both in favorite and follow370

in the diagonal among deviant clusters. Moreover if we look at Producer3 in Flickr371

we discover that is highly connected to Producer1: members of Producer3 like372

and follow significantly members in Producer1 cluster while the contrary is much373

less evident. This confirms the assumption that a similar cluster Producer3 might374

be present for Tumblr but not identifiable since it is small or highly connected with375

Producer1 resulting indistinguishable from it. Also, this computation highlights that376

ordinary users have a tendency in Tumblr to reblog content from the core of the de-377

viant network almost 7 times more than random and between 17 and 55 times more378
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than random from the bridge community members, in Flickr to like content from379

Producer1 almost 35 times more than random (300 times if we look at adult content380

only) and 32 times more than random from the bridge community members (90 times381

if we look at adult content only).382

Last, we complement the connectivity analysis with a measurement of the be-383

tweenness centrality of nodes in the different communities of adult content producers384

(Table 4). The betweenness centrality [71] quantifies the number of times a node acts385

as a bridge along the shortest path between any two other nodes in the whole net-386

work, so it is a strong indication of the brokerage potential of a node with respect to387

information flow. In both networks the largest betweenness is observed for the bridge388

clusters, with a peak for the Bridge1 cluster in Tumblr (celebrities). This further find-389

ing confirms that bridge cluster play an important role in diffusing adult content to390

the rest of the network.391

Table 4: Average betweeness centrality Cb of nodes belonging to different adult com-
munities in Tumblr’s reblog network (R) and Flickr’s like network (L). Centrality
values are max-min normalized.

Tumblr Cb

Prod1 R 0.0038
Prod2 R 0.0061

Bridge1 R 0.0133
Bridge2 R 0.0061

Flickr Cb

Bridge1 L 0.0074
Prod1 L 0.0060
Prod3 L 0.0053
Prod2 L 0.0049

In summary, the core of the deviant community is dense but it is far from being392

separated from the rest of the graph, which is connected to it both directly and even393

more tightly through bridge groups.394

4.2 Deviant content reach395

We found that, although the deviant network forms a tightly connected community, it396

is not isolated from the rest of the social graph. This calls for an investigation about397

the visibility that the deviant content has in the outer network and what are the main398

factors that determine its exposure. We do so by answering four research questions.399

Q3) How much deviant content spreads in the social graph and what are the main400

agents of diffusion?401

The exposure to deviant content goes beyond the members of the deviant net-402

work who are the producers of original adult material. Specifically, the consumers of403

deviant content can be categorized in three classes. The first is the class of active con-404

sumers: nodes who reblog (but not necessarily follow) adult posts, thus contributing405
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to its spreading along social ties. Posts can be re-blogged in chains and create diffu-406

sion trees that potentially spread many hops away from the original content producer,407

therefore active consumers could further be partitioned in those who spread the con-408

tent directly from the producers and those who do it from indirect reblogs. This class409

is present in Tumblr; in Flickr sharing actions are not made available but users can410

see the pictures liked by other people they follow in their feed. For this reason we411

called active consumers in Flickr all the users who like adult content. The favorite412

action is stronger than the following action which characterizes passive consumers.413

This influences the spreading dynamic which is limited in Flickr compared to Tum-414

blr also for these infrastructure and visibility limitations. The second is the class of415

passive consumers: nodes who do not contribute to the information diffusion process416

but are explicitly interested in adult content because they directly follow the producer417

nodes or the like their content. In Flickr we will distinguish passive consumers by418

looking at the actions: follow or both follow and favorite actions to the adult con-419

tent generated by producers. The last class is the one of involuntary consumers or420

unintentionally exposed users. In Tumblr, users in this class are the ones who do not421

follow any producer node and do not reblog their content, but happen to follow at422

least one active consumer who pushes adult content in their feed through reblogging.423

In Flickr, we consider unintentionally exposed all the users who follow people who424

liked adult content at least once; again this choice is motivated by the fact that the425

Flickr feed shows the pictures that neighbors recently liked. This way of estimating426

involuntary consumers users is a best-effort approach that provides an upper bound427

on the number of people who are actually exposed to adult content; as we do not have428

access to click logs, there is no way to know which pages users visited.429

By drawing a quantitative description of the volume of deviant content reach-430

ing these three classes we can estimate how much the adult community is visible in431

the network at large. We adopt a conservative approach in which we consider the432

Producers communities as the only ones generating original explicit content. Given433

the results of the aforementioned manual inspection, we are very confident that their434

activity is mainly focused on the production of adult material.435

Tumblr. We measure the size of the different consumer classes and the amount of436

content that flows through or to them by means of reblogging. The results are sum-437

marized by the schema in Figure 5. The network of deviant content producers is very438

small but receives a considerable amount of attention from direct observers. The au-439

dience of passive consumers counts almost 24M people. Around 2M users reblog440

directly from the deviant network, for a total of around 28M reblog actions in one441

month. A consistent part of the two Bridge communities within the deviant graph (a442

total of 3K users) are also direct consumers, and they reblog Producers 56K times per443

month. When looking at the set of 2.4M users who indirectly reblog deviant content,444

we see that only a small fraction of their monthly reblogs (less than 7%) is performed445

through bridge communities. However, in relative terms, bridge communities are con-446

siderably more efficient in spreading information than the average active consumer.447

If we consider efficiency η of a user set U as the ratio between reblogs done rd and448

reblogs received rr, weighted by the cardinality of the set
(
η = rr

rd·|U |

)
, we discover449

that the bridge communities (η = 1.5 · 10−3) are several orders of magnitude more450
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Fig. 5: Diffusion of deviant content from the core of Producers to the rest of the
network in Tumblr. Sectors represent disjoint user classes and arrows encode the
information flow between them. Reblog arrows report the total volume of reblogs
between two classes.

effective in spreading the content farther away in the network than the rest of active451

consumers (η = 6.7 · 10−8). Last, the audience of users who are potentially exposed452

in an unintentional way to deviant content includes almost 40M people. This figure453

should be considered as an upper bound on the number of people who actually have454

been exposed, as a follower of an active consumer might not see the pieces of deviant455

content for a number of reasons (e.g., inactivity, amount of content in the feed). That456

said, the pool of people who are potentially exposed is still very wide.457

Flickr. Similarly for Flickr we quantified the sizes of different classes. Because of the458

absence of resharing actions in Flickr we focused on passive consumers and uninten-459

tionally exposed users only. The results are summarized by the schema in Figure 6.460

The size of the producer clusters (90K) is almost 43% bigger than the case of Tum-461

blr but still very small compared to the whole network which is composed by 39M462

users. The size of the passive consumers instead is smaller in comparison with the463

same class in Tumblr: around 2M users, accessing deviant content by following the464

producers. The favorite action is quite limited: only 226K users exclusively like pro-465

ducers’ content and 475 K like and follow producers at the same time. For Flickr the466

bridge cluster has a role different from the bridges communities in Tumblr: resharing467

actions are not enabled but they have an important role since their content is an entry468

point to access adult content by navigating the social network and the followers. In469

particular around 37% of them follow the producers and around 48% of them are in470

group of users who like and follow the producers. Last, the audience of users who471

are potentially exposed in an unintentional way to deviant content includes almost472
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Fig. 6: Diffusion of deviant content from the core of Producers to the rest of the
network in Flickr. Sectors represent disjoint user classes and arrows encode the in-
formation flow between them.

4.7M people. The members of this group like pictures from users who liked at least473

one picture shared by the deviant producers. The pool of people who are exposed to474

adult content in Flickr is significant but smaller than Tumblr’s, in proportion, mainly475

because the platform enable less sharing tools (no reblog actions). Also, the two plat-476

forms have very different content-production dynamics. Manual inspection suggests477

that Tumblr deviant blogs tend to be more topically focused and contain multime-478

dia material taken from other Web sources. On the contrary, deviant Flickr users are479

mostly amateur who publish pictures that they take, which makes their content more480

appealing to their social circles rather than to the general audience, thus restraining481

wide diffusion.482

Content reach and node coreness. Past literature has shown how efficient informa-483

tion spreaders do not necessarily correspond to the most highly connected nodes in484

the network [14]. Kitsak et al. [41] have found instead that the top spreaders are often485

those located within the core of the network as identified by a k-core decomposi-486

tion [71]. In network analysis, a k-core is a subgraph containing nodes of degree k or487

more within that subgraph. A k-shell is a set of nodes that belongs to the k-core but488

not to the k + 1 core. A node that belongs to a given k-shell is said to have a shell489

index equal to k. The shell index is a way to measure the coreness of a node in the490

graph.491

We compute the shell index ks on the follower networks for every adult node and492

plot it against the total number of (direct and indirect) reblogs the node’s content has493

received in Tumblr and against the total number of likes received in Flickr (Figure 7).494

In Flickr, we have found a trend that is similar to what has been found in previous495
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work, with the node reach growing as the shell increases, with diminishing returns.496

In Tumblr, interestingly, the reach is more spread across several orders of magnitude497

for fixed values of shell index. This is mainly given by the behavior of bridge clusters498

(B1 and B2). Bridge nodes have a higher reach also at lower values of shell index,499

which confirms their role as brokers in the process of content spreading: bridges take500

advantage of their high-betweenness rather than their high coreness to act as effective501

spreaders.

Fig. 7: Correlation between shell index ks of the social graph (follower network)
with the reblogs for Tumblr (left) and with the likes for Flickr (right). Each point
represents a blog that produces adult content. Colors encode the different adult sub-
communities.

502

Q4) What is the perception of deviant content consumption from the perspective of503

individual nodes?504

Similar to real life, individuals in online social networks are most often aware505

of the activities of their direct social connections only but lack a global knowledge506

of the behavior of the rest of the population. In fact, the broad degree distribution507

of social networks may lead to the over-representation of rather rare nodal features508

when they observed in the local context of an ego-network. This phenomenon has509

been observed in the form of the so-called friendship paradox [28, 39], a statistical510

property of social networks for which on average people have fewer friends than their511

own friends. More recently the concept has been extended by the so-called majority512

illusion [46], which states that in a social network with binary node attributes there513

might be a systematic local perception that the majority of people (50% or more)514

possess that attribute even when it is globally rare. As an illustrative example, in515

a network where people drinking alcohol are a small minority, the local perception516

of most nodes can be that the majority of people are drinkers just because drinkers517

happen to be connected with many more neighbors than the average. In our case518

study, active deviant content consumption is definitely a minority behavior compared519

to millions users of our sample both in Tumblr and Flickr.520

To estimate the presence of any skew in the local perception of deviant content521

consumption, we consider the nodes who are not producers and calculate the distri-522

bution of the proportion of their neighbors (in both the follow and reblog graphs)523

that either produce or reblog deviant material. The result is summarized in Figure 8.524
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Tumblr Flickr

Fig. 8: Proportion of nodes with at least a given ratio of outlinks landing on deviant
nodes (inverse cumulative density function) in Tumblr (left) and Flickr (right).

We observe that the follower network is nowhere close to exhibit the majority illu-525

sion phenomenon, with only the 10% of the population having 10% or more of their526

neighbors posting or reblogging deviant content in Tumblr and with only the 5% of527

the population having 10% or more of their neighbors posting or liking deviant con-528

tent in Flickr. The effect increases sensibly when considering the reblog network in529

Tumblr, with 40% of the population locally observing more than 10% of their contacts530

reblogging deviant content and almost 10% having more than half of their neighbors531

doing it. This happens partly because the size of the reblog network is one order of532

magnitude smaller than the one of the follower network, as we consider reblogging533

activity for one month only. In Flickr the majority illusion phenomenon is less promi-534

nent even though if we look at the favorite graph the effect is doubled compared to535

the follow graph; this means that when looking at recent activity only (reblogs or536

likes), local perception biases are much stronger (although not predominant) in the537

community than what can be inferred from the static follow graph.538

Although strongly biased perceptions are not predominant when counting the539

number of neighbors, a stronger bias emerges when looking at the volume of de-540

viant content that is observed by a node from its neighbors in Tumblr. We calculated541

that more than 71% of nodes in Tumblr reblog less deviant content than the aver-542

age of their friends (considering friends who posted or reblogged at least once in the543

time frame we consider). This effect, that derives directly from the strong correla-544

tion between degree and number of posts and reblogs, suggests that the local users’545

perception of other people’s behavior is skewed towards an image of pervasive con-546

sumption of deviant content in Tumblr that might be a driver to stimulate the diffusion547

of deviant content in this social network.548

Q5) How cascades of deviant content are characterized?549

We have found that the activity of a relatively small groups of producers can echo550

in the network and reach a very large audience. An open question remains about how551

an individual piece of deviant content spreads along the social ties in comparison to552

any other content type. To partly answer this question we focused on Tumblr, where553

a post can be reblogged by several users, possibly in long chains, thus generating554

information cascades [25, 49].555
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Fig. 9: Example of a reblog cascade generated by a post published by user A. In
particular a chain is highlighted in light blue showing user D reblogging the post
generated by user A through user C, who had reblogged the content from user B
before. The chain is three-hops long.

Figure 9 show an example of a cascade generated by a post published by user A.556

All the nodes represent other users sharing that post directly from the original blog or557

through other users who previously had shared the content (e.g., user C from user B).558

The nodes without outgoing links are the leaves of the tree, final re-blogging actions559

whose content is not reshared anymore in the period of analysis. In the picture a chain560

of 3 hops is highlighted. We are interested in adult posts which extensively propagate,561

with long reblog chains (> 10 hops).562

We selected 157K posts created in the first week of January 2016 by users in any563

of the Producer clusters and that are reblogged at least once. Figure 10 shows the564

cascade size and depth distribution for a sample of the selected adult posts and for565

non-adult posts. The distributions are in line with similar results obtained in previous566

studied related to cascades [16] with a weaker propagation effect for adult content567

cascades compared to regular type of content.568

Most posts are reblogged just for a few days after they are published, even though569

there is a consistent tail of posts that gets reblogs for several weeks (Figure 11). We570

focus on the 529 posts that generate long cascades with 10 hops or more. We compare571

those with 657 non-adult posts (manually checked) with comparable virality (10 hops572

or more) published by users in the Bridge cluster.573
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Fig. 10: The inverse cumulative distribution function (ICDF) of cascade size and
depth for a sample of adult and non-adult posts.

Fig. 11: Number of reblogs of adult posts created by Producers in the first week of
January 2016. We considered all the reblog actions happening in January and Febru-
ary 2016 regarding the selected 157K posts created in the first week of January 2016.
For each reblog action we plot the time in days from the publication date of the orig-
inal root post to the reblog action time. The histogram shows the number of reblogs
(y-axis) in relation to the amount of days passed by the original publication of the
reblogged content.

We characterize each cascade by the maximum time of diffusion (time of the574

last reblog) and the number of leaves that the post generated (number of final users575

reblogging the content which is not reshared anymore from them). Figure 12 shows576

the relationship between the two dimensions, for maximum time of diffusion binned577

in 10-days long intervals.578

The time of last reblog is an indicator of the persistence of a content item over579

time. We observe that the persistence in time is similar both for adult and non-adult580

content. We use the number of leaves to understand how the frontier of the cascade581

evolves over time. In this case, the frontier of adult content is much smaller that non-582
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Fig. 12: Time length vs number of leaves for porn and not porn post cascades (> 10).
Each boxplot (blue for adult posts and green for non-adult posts) shows how all the
reblogs done in the temporal range (days from publication of the original post and
the reblog action) are distributed (red line is the median and 50% of the data are
contained in the box).

adult, meaning that adult content is less likely to be reblogged ant that the cascade as583

a smaller width. This might indicate that adult content can become viral and it reaches584

users far in time and number of hops but the process involves less people than for non-585

adult content probably because of the embarrassment of sharing this kind of content586

which shows that drivers of the information are less but still they spread a lot the587

content. We verified statistically that the difference in number of leaves given a time588

diffusion for a post taken from the two samples (adult and non-adult) is significant589

through the Welch Two Sample t-test done on the ration leaves over time. The test is590

significant with a low p-value (p = 867e− 07).591

Q6) Is it possible to reduce the diffusion of deviant content in Tumblr with targeted592

interventions?593

Previous literature that investigated the properties of small-world networks in-594

dicates that information spreading or other phenomena of contagious nature can be595

drastically reduced by acting on a limited number of nodes in the graph [56]. Effec-596

tiveness of targeted interventions has been shown in a variety of domains, epidemics597

being the most prominent among them.598

The intuition informed by previous work suggests that the wide diffusion of de-599

viant content can be reduced by properly marking the posts produced by a small set of600

core nodes and showing them only to people who explicitly declared their interest for601

that specific topic. In a simplified experimental scenario, we measure the proportion602

of active consumers reached by adult content in a setting where all the posts from a603
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Fig. 13: Shrinkage of content diffusion after deviant nodes removal, using two differ-
ent strategies.

set of core nodes C are erased. The question is how to select C and how big it needs604

to be to uproot the diffusion process.605

The optimal selection of nodes is a set cover problem (NP-complete), but we test606

two common approximated strategies to solve it: i) greedy by volume, an algorithm607

that ranks nodes by the number of blogs that are reached by the content they pro-608

duce; and ii) greedy by degree, that takes into account the network structure only609

and ranks nodes by their in-degree in the reblog network. The effectiveness of the610

two approaches as |C| increases in shown in Figure 13. Although using the indegree611

as proxy for the diffusion potential is not optimal, the removal of the 5,000 high-612

est indegree nodes curbs the diffusion by more than 50%. As expected, the strategy613

by volume is more effective (as it better approximates the optimal set cover), with a614

surprisingly sharp decay of the deviant content reach. The removal of the 5,000 top615

nodes reduces the information spreading by nearly 80%, which increases to almost616

100% when extending the block to 25,000 nodes. Furthermore, using our sample of617

demographic information, we find that to limit the exposure of underage users would618

be sufficient to remove the 200 top nodes, as identified by any of the two selection619

strategies. To monitor and control the capabilities a vertex may have on data flowing620

in the network other alternative approaches based on Routing Betweenness Central-621

ity (RBC) have been proposed [23], but we limited to simple strategies since the622

intervention strategies to limit the flow of this content are not the main scope of this623

work.624

We used Tumblr as a case study to show the effect of targeted interventions be-625

cause in Flickr the spreading of the content is limited by the platform and the access626

of adult content is direct and not through cascades.627

4.3 Demographics factors628

The demographic composition of online adult content consumers has been measured629

by several sociological surveys (see Section 2), but none of them partitions the partic-630

ipants according to their type of consumption. Yet, we have shown that the categories631
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Table 5: Gender distribution among different categories in Tumblr and in Flickr.

Group Male Female
Tumblr All 29% 71%

Producers 84% 16%
Bridges 47% 53%

Active consumers (reblog) 31% 69%
Passive consumers (follow) 34% 66%

Unintentionally exposed 20% 80%
Flickr All 59% 41%

Producers 76% 24%
Bridges 72% 28%

Active consumers (like) 87% 13%
Passive consumers (follow) 68% 32%

Unintentionally exposed 62% 38%

of people exposed to online deviant content range from the active content producers632

to unintentional consumers. This calls for an investigation of the relationship between633

type of consumption and demographic characterization.634

Q7) Is there a significant difference in the distribution of age and gender between635

members of the deviant network and people with different levels of exposure to deviant636

content?637

We report the distribution of age and gender of users with different levels of exposure638

to adult content, computed on the sample of 1.7M Tumblr users and 12.3M Flickr639

users who self-reported their demographic information. The two social networks are640

very different in the age distribution of the users in addition to typology of content.641

Tumblr is a social network targeted on young people. The average age in the sample642

is slightly higher than 26, and female are the majority (71%). Flickr is more used by643

adult people and professional photographers with an age on average of 41 and it is644

more balanced in the gender of the users with 59% of male users (Table 5).645

To partly validate the user-provided information, we first compare them with646

third-party statistics. Our numbers are roughly compliant with several public reports647

that rely on orthogonal methods for assessing the age and gender of users (e.g.,648

surveys and clickstream monitoring [44, 58]). Also, we further validate the gender649

data by assessing that the 95% of users in Tumblr and 95% of users in Flickr in the650

Producer2 cluster focused on male homosexual content are indeed male. The overall651

age distribution of age by gender is shown in Figure 14 for Tumblr and for Flickr:652

in both OSNs male tend to be older with an higher age variance in Flickr. In Tumblr653

moreover the percentage on underage users is high: around 10% while in Flickr is654

0.2%, this confirm why is important to study strategies to prevent visibility of adult655

content to minors as we have discussed in the previous research question especially656

for OSN popular among young people. Despite the spikes corresponding to birthdays657

in round decades (1970, 1980, and 1990), probably due to misreporting, the distribu-658

tions still tend to be Gaussian, as expected.659
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Fig. 14: Age distribution of users in our dataset for Tumblr (left) and Flickr (right).
Mean µ, median M, standard deviation σ, and percentage of users under 18 years old
are reported.

Fig. 15: Age distribution of different groups of producers and consumers of adult
content in Tumblr (top) and in Flickr (bottom).

We then measure differences in age4 and gender distribution for the user classes660

of producers, bridges, active consumers, passive consumers, and unintentionally ex-661

posed users (Figure 15). In Flickr we have the same categories with a different char-662

acterization as reported in Figure 6: Likers (active consumers), Followers (passive663

consumers).664

Tumblr. Figure 15 shows that producers are considerably older than the typical665

user, averaging around age 38 and with almost no underage users. Different from the666

overall distribution, they are mostly male (84%), in alignment with studies indicating667

that men are more involved in assiduous consumption of adult material (Table 5).668

Moreover we found that bridge groups are fairly gender-balanced (with more female669

–53%– in the celebrity-oriented community) and include younger people (30 years670

old on average). Consumers of deviant nodes who actively reblog or passively follow671

deviant blogs are covered by demographic data at 12%, proportion that drops to 4%672

among those who follow deviant nodes. In both classes, the age is quite representative673

of the overall Tumblr population in our sample (more than 66% female). A similar674

4 The number of samples in each age distribution is high; therefore, as expected, all the differences
between the average values are statistically significant (p < 0.01) under the Mann-Whitney test.
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male-female proportion holds for people that are potentially exposed to deviant con-675

tent in an unintentional way. This last class has the highest proportion of underage676

people (13%), which reinforces the concern about young teens unwillingly seeing677

inappropriate content.678

Flickr. Figure 15 shows that producers are older than other categories (4 years679

more than average) and unintentional exposed users are the youngest as it is in Tum-680

blr. Moreover we found that producers in Flickr are for the 76% male, confirming a681

higher presence of men in production of adult content. Among consumers we have682

differences in the average age in we consider people who like adult content (avg. age683

44) and users who follow adult content producers (avg. age 40). This shows a differ-684

ent behavior in consumers: younger people tend to follow more than liking and male685

users tend to like more than female. Indeed, if we look at gender we surprisingly see686

that among likers 87% are male, while among followers only 68% (Table 5). The687

bridge community has a lower percentage of male users compared to the produc-688

ers (72%) probably showing indicating a more tendency to consume hard content by689

male and soft content by female.690

The fact that the gender distribution for consumers deviates only slightly from691

the overall gender distribution is in partial disagreement with previous studies on692

gender and sexual behavior [36, 43] which state that men are usually more exposed693

than women to adult material. This is particular evident in Tumblr and we conjecture694

that this might happen because of the tendency of female to have their peak of adult695

content consumption in a much younger age than men (as shown by [30]), combined696

with the predominance of young female among Tumblr users. To verify better the697

relationship between age and gende in consumption of adult content in both Flickr698

and Tumblr we aim to answer one more question.699

Q8) Does age have an effect on how different genders consume adult content?700

To find out, we measure the proportion of male and female actively exposed to deviant701

content (by following deviant account) broken down by age (Figure 16).702

Surprisingly both in Tumblr and in Flickr, despite the differences in the demo-703

graphic of the users and the typology of social platform, we observe a similar trend.704

The curve for men shows an increasing trend that plateaus at its maximum in the705

range of age 40 to 55. In contrast, women, although less exposed than men at any706

age, have their peak in their 20s, much earlier than men. This peak is longer in Flickr707

up to 25 probably because the platform target a more adult audiance. This observa-708

tion supports previous findings [30] and explains the distributions we observed. In709

absolute terms the volume of users consuming adult content (by following) in rela-710

tion to the gender with different ages is interesting to compute and this is one of the711

first large-scale study shedding light on that. In Figure 17 we report the ratio male712

users over female users for different age ranges for adult content consumers both in713

Tumblr and in Flickr. If we compare those values with the general ratio of the popula-714

tion of the whole online social network we discover a similar trend. The consumption715

of adult content is substantially equal between the two genders under 25 years old.716

After that age the percentage of male users increases progressively compared to the717

female users. In particular in Flickr which is an platform targeting more adult people,718

the male consumption keep increasing until the age of 50.719
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Fig. 16: Ratio of male and female consuming adult content for different age bands in
Tumblr (left) and in Flickr (right).

Fig. 17: Ratio of male and female users consuming adult content for different age
bands compared to the ratio of the general population of the OSN in the sample for
Tumblr (left) and Flickr (right).

Q9) What is the cross-platform behavior of deviant content consumers?720

To better understand the dynamics of diffusion of deviant content, one could con-721

sider how adult material leaks from an online platform to another. It is very hard to722

track individual pieces of information moving across different social media layers.723

For example, a Flickr photo can be re-uploaded to Tumblr, which makes it difficult724

to trace it back to its original Flickr URL. To investigate how much the activity of725

people involved in the activity of production and consumption of adult content is726

cross-platform, we resort to an analysis at user-level instead. We do so by consider-727

ing those users who have subscribed to both Flickr and Tumblr using the same email728

address. We found 293K users with an account in both platform in our sample. As729

shown in Figure 18, approximately 32% of them are involved in pornography at least730

in one of two networks, the majority using Flickr instead of Tumblr.731

There are two competing hypothesis regarding the involvement of users on mul-732

tiple social networks. On one hand, the literature in multiplex networks seems to733

point towards a scenario in which the activity indicators of nodes on multiple layers734

are storngly correlated [55]. This finding holds mostly for structural indicators (e.g.,735

node degree), but if the same principle applied also to the type of activity, people736

who actively engage in activities connected to deviant content on one platform would737

likely do the same also on the other one. On the other hand, social science studies sug-738

gest that the role people plays is strongly dependent from the context they are acting739

in. Social identification depends only partially by the characteristics of the individual740
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Fig. 18: Cross-platform behavior: matching users in Tumblr an in Flickr. Users are
characterized by their role according to our classification (adult content producers or
consumers. People not related to pornography even though they might be uninten-
tionally exposed are classified as None.

and it is determined largely by factors that are distinctive of the group in which the741

individual is part [6, 68]. This is holds when comparing the behavior of an individual742

across groups and, consequently, across social systems. The fact that both Tumbr and743

Flickr do not enforce strong user identification (pseudonyms are allowed), makes it744

even easier for a person to build different, possibly contrasting online personas. This745

leads us to hypothesize that deviant users on one platform do not have the same type746

of behavior, on average, on the other.747

In agreement with this second hypothesis, we find that only 3% (see Figure 18)748

of the users with matching account consume or produce deviant content in both plat-749

forms: people tend to use different social media for different purposes. Moreover,750

even when people use both platforms to deal with porno-graphical content their roles751

are often different (producing or consuming). We further investigated the users pro-752

ducing deviant content and we found that less than 1‰ are producers in both net-753

works.754
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5 Conclusion755

This work aims at motivating researchers who study all types of deviant communities756

online as well as offline to explore in more depth the interaction between the agents in757

such networks and the external social environment. Our contribution scratches only758

the surface of the exploration space that underlies the many types of deviant networks759

and the multitude of settings they are situated within. The study we have presented760

is limited under many aspects, beginning from the focus on a single type of deviant761

behavior –adult material consumption– that is much more pervasive than others (e.g.,762

anorexia) and, in that, has unique characteristics that likely cannot generalize to other763

deviant groups. In terms of methodology, alternative techniques (e.g., computer vi-764

sion) could be used to identify adult content without a dedicated dictionary; those765

could possibly lead to describe the same phenomenon from a slightly different angle,766

for instance considering more exhaustively nodes that are not reached by search traf-767

fic or by tags. Furthermore the notion of pornographic content is culture-dependent;768

then it would be possible to study deviant behaviors under different cultural premises769

and not only under a western country perspective that we adopted.770

Our work has limitations that leave space for exploration in future work. We have771

focused our study on Tumblr and Flickr, but more social media ecosystems could be772

included; Twitter would be a good cadidate as it does not enforce any strong restric-773

tion on the content of tweets. We have studied the spread of pornographic content,774

but a broader exploration of how other types of deviant content diffuses on general-775

purpose social media would be very desirable. For what concerns the analysis tools776

we have used to measure the importance that nodes have in spreading information,777

one could investigate a plethora of alternative ways to assess the role of groups and778

individuals in the process. In particular, we believe an interesting extension to our779

work would be to look at more sophisticated centrality metrics such as routing be-780

tweenness centrality [24].781

Despite these limitations, we believe that our study has already important theo-782

retical implications in revealing, for the first time on very large scale, that deviant783

communities can be deeply rooted into the relational fabric of a social network, and784

that the echo of their abnormal activity can reach a plenitude of ordinary users. Also,785

from a practical point of view, learning the effect that a minority group can have on786

a much larger audience is key to trigger mechanisms able to contain risky deviant787

phenomena by means of targeted interventions on few nodes, as we have shown. We788

believe that this work could set the basis for a line of study that could lead to a deeper789

understanding of deviant networks and of their impact on everyone’s life.790
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